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Never face facts; if you do, you’ll
never get up in the morning.
~Marlow Thomas

Why Casts Rock
By Lauren Allen ~ Daily Bull

So, recently I broke my
hand. Nothing serious, it’s
healing nicely, thanks for asking. The doctor seemed
to be concerned over my
mental health. Seems my
response to her telling me it
was broken shouldn’t have
been “Cool! Can I have
a copy of the x-ray? This
is going to make it hard to
type, isn’t it?” But seriously,
having a cast on your hand
is great!
1. Back-handing. Think
about it: you have a hard
shell around your hand.
This gives you an advantage
in combat. While the flesh
bag is beating futilely at you,
you can destroy them with
a few swift blows and viola!
Instant slave.
2. Household repairs.
Your new slaves are using all
the hammers to finish your
fortress. You need to nail up
your Spock/Kirk slash poster,
but don’t want anyone to
know. What are you to do?
...see Clever Cast on back

Why Being a Warlock Sucks
By Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Now, most of you are all thinking, “Warlocks have it so easy!” And you’d be
kind of right. Sure, if anyone gets close
to us we can just fear. If we want we can
come back from the dead, and well,
even if we’re dead
we still might kill ya. So
then, what could possibly be the problem?
Believe it or not, there
are a ton of them, and
here are just a few!

have a small number of them. And all of
them, with the exception of the succubus, hate you. The succubus however....
just wants to get to ‘know’ you (and
I’m sure some of our readers wouldn’t
mind that at all). Every
last one of them seems
to want to kill you and
the only reason they
don’t probably has to
do with that whole enslavement thing, since
many probably could
kill you.

1 . P e o p l e d o n’ t
trust you. If you saw
someone covered in
3. Pajamas. Some
blood with a demon
people would kill to
at their side, and knew
be able to wear pajathat they could kill you
mas all day, and let me
slowly, and probably
tell you, doing it, and
enjoy it, would you
wanting to do it, are
be likely to trust that
completely different.
Why doesn’t anyone trust me?
person? Probably
Our
pajamas protect us
I always thought I looked nice,
not. Nobody trusts a
from absolutely nothapproachable-like... *sniff*
warlock. Most people
ing. Sure, they give us
don’t even like us. They just tolerate us... some leet bonuses, like killer SP and tons
‘cause we are leet dps.
of health, but at what cost? Anybody
with a sharpened stick could hurt us.
2. Demons. Most people think that That’s why I propose we be allowed
having your own little pet is cool! And to wear leather. We’re already the S$M
it is! if it’s King Bangalash, or one of the class anyway, so why not give us the
ravasaurs. However, warlocks can only kinky black leather?
...see Real Life: Warlock on back

Woah, a TUESDAY Bull? They must be on to
something big over there...

Join the Daily Bull!
By Mary Kennedy ~ Daily Bull

Why? We’re awesome. It’s that
easy. Who else do you know that
can provide you with discreet,
in-class entertainment? Over the
years we have provided drawings on which to doodle.

We have provided many a worldclass word-searcher!

Here, please doodle to your
heart’s content:

We provide the most amazing gathering of items within our
“Steaming Pile” For example: What
would Batman do on his day off?
Robin.

Please use the one on the back
to distract yourself from whatever
may bore you.

We provide the best in pictorial
entertainment the internet has to
offer.
And the articles…yeah, we have
those too. If you like any of the
above and have some talent - then
join us in Walker 144 at 9:15pm
on Wednesday nights and create
more joy for the world.

For a Good Thyme call
482-5100 & Our Hot, Spicy
Pie Will Be Waiting 4 U.

Always 10% Off
for Students

PIZZA

Is this ad in bad taste? Our Pizza never is. Come in, order a pizza, and we’ll talk about it!

...Real Life: Warlock from front

4. You are emo. There’s no getting around it. We warlocks are emo. We
like to cut ourselves, and then drink the blood for mana. I don’t know how
this works, but apparently it does. Endorphines must just be that refreshing
I suppose.
5. The mounts. Sure, you think the idea is cool. Let’s ride on a flaming horse!
Yeah! That sounds like a good idea! Then you forget to do the math behind
that one. There’s the fact that one, fire is hot! Two, you’re never riding said
horse on saddle- no, you’re bareback. Three, you’re wearing cloth. Cloth
+ Fire = Ow.
6. Lastly (Because no warlock ends on 7) your singing sucks. Every time
you try to sing, it just sounds like someone howling in terror. You can’t hit
any notes, and the nearest 5 people try to flee in fear from your voice. It’s
really rather disheartening.

hand with slightly less risk and 100%
awesome. Remember, the root of
awesome is awe, as in “your followers will be in awe as you roast both
your enemies and their marshmallows.”
4. Attachments. Why stop at
flamethrowers? You can add so
many better things. How about the
remote to a Giant Nuclear Ant? Instead of people exploding it with a
magnifying glass, it can capture/step
on them. Or, why not add a laser
pointer and stuff the cast chockfull with catnip? You’d control the
Earth’s felines! This works on lions
too, right?

Now that you’re more educated about our situation, maybe you’ll think
twice before re-rolling to a warlock (and ruining the name for the rest of us
5. Warmth. When people finally get
you mage twat).
sick of you and strand you on Vega
...Clever Cast from front I haven’t tested this beyond hold- 4, you will at least have some protecUse your cast, of course! Casts: For ing hot dishes. But I’m fairly certain tion. The space bears and T-rexes
all your embarrassing decorative (read: really hope) it’s at least some- will give you some heat, too. Now
what fire retardant, or fire mentally if you’ll excuse me, I need to go find
needs.
handicapped to be PC. This means some time traveler with a torch to
3. Heat Protection. Admittedly, you can put a flamethrower on your save me.
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Look! Under There! ...Under Where?
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull
with sincere apologies to Sir Elton John

They’re a little bit lacy, these panties of mineI’m not one of those who likes boycuts or highs.
I don’t have much fabric, but boy I don’t care;
I’d much rather squeeze into small underwear.
If I was a stripper, but then again, no…
Or a hot go-go dancer in a Las Vegas show, oh
I know it’s not much, but they’re my best underoosMy gift is my thong and this one’s for you.

I sat in the park, with my legs all crossed,
And a few passing joggers, well, they saw my butt floss.
Oh, my belt’s been unkind while I wore this thong;
It’s been creeping right up all afternoon long.
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Articles may be freely distributed electronically or on late night talk
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(on paper or to bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be
published unless expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original
works printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the creator,
however the Daily Bull reserves the right to reprint any submissions
in future issues unless specifically asked not to do so by the creator. If
you keep reading this small text, your roommate will spontaneously
steal all of your socks!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.
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NUCLEAR BOMB

And you can tell everybody that you saw my thong!
It may be constrictive, but now that it’s on,
I hope you don’t mind,
I hope you don’t mind that I just want to say
How wonderful life is with scant lingerie.

THE LITTLE COMP
EDITOR THAT COULD
Liz Fujita

OVERRATED
Eating at ‘normal’ times

Find these things that you
can make with your copy of
the Daily Bull!

So excuse me for mooning, but wedgies must go!
You see I’ve forgotten how to make it not show.
Anyway, the thing is, everyone has seen
Mine is the finest ass… with string between.

Who knew having a cast came with so many practical uses (besides collecting
signatures)? The Daily Bull is now considering taking up dangerous hobbies - with a
whole staff armed with armable arms, we could take over the world!
At last! Mwahahaha!

And you can tell everybody that you saw my thong!
It may be bright purple, but now that it’s on,
I hope you don’t mind,
I hope you don’t mind that I just had to say
How wonderful life is with scant lingerie!

